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to other dances costing many times more than equal to money received. This is not a charter bazaar which you are urged to attend; it is the best and most up-to-date vaudeville, with comedy, music, baritone and all the other essentials, increased by appropriate local hits and quips on matters peculiar to Technology.

Many changes, which will allow a broader and more comprehensive treatment of professional subjects, have been made in the engineering courses at Brown. Among these changes of that making the gradual raising of catches optional was included.

A week from today the relay teams of Penn and Illinois will meet at St. Louis to settle the one mile indoor relay championship of America. The meet will be under the auspices of the Missouri Athletic Club.

The Minnesota Glee Club is making preparations for a concert tour of several cities of the middle west during the Easter vacation.

E. E. NOTICE

Because of the fact that classes prevented the men from signing up on the trip which the Electrical Engineering Society was to make to one of the Boston Telephone Exchange, the trip was cancelled. President Richmond assures the men, however, that there will be a trip to this Exchange at some future date.
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